Abstract-Development and preliminary characterization on the performance of a micro-bubble generator using Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) as heating elements are presented. Dielectrophoretic force was used to align CNTs between fabricated micro-electrodes. The contacts between the CNTs and electrodes were fixed by patterned SiO2 thin film. Localized high temperature due to Joule-heating generated by an AC current of a few hundred pA (in general <1OOHz) in the carbon nanotubes vaporized surrounding water and generated micron sized bubbles (with diameter of 5im detectable under normal optical microscope). These experimental evidence indicate that exposed CNTs may function as a single nucleation site for bubble generation. The power required to generate these bubbles can be as small as 337gW, which is with 1-2 order of magnitude smaller than that of typical metal or polysilicon based MEMS heaters. Precisely controlled micro bubble generation may find promising applications in ink-jet printing, micro-fluidic visualization, or micro-fluidic based bio-manipulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the physical featured nano-dimension, unique quantum effect, large mechanical strength and high electrical load-capability, Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted considerable attention from scientists and engineers in the past decade. They potentially will enable diversified applications, such as transistor [1] , diode, logic gate [2] , sensor [3] , and field emitter [4] , etc. Joule heating of CNTs is a specific area for CNTs that is under investigation world wide now. It is an important factor in CNT devices characterization and calibration where either metallic resistance based or semiconductor trans-conductance based mechanism functions, e.g., CNT based flow rate sensor and pressure sensor get better sensitivity when working at higher current because that the CNT resistance or transconductance is nonlinear with temperature [3] . Moreover, Joule heating has been paid more attention in application when it is heavily
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Micro bubbles have been investigated for diversified applications, such as ink-jet printing [5] , micro-fluidic visualization, and micro-fluidic based bio-manipulation [6] . We report in this paper the first effort in developing and preliminarily characterizing on the performance of a microbubble generator using multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) as heating elements.
II. FABRICATION OF CNT MICRODEVICE A 3-D schematic drawing of CNT microdevice as heating elements is shown in Fig. 1 (a) . Glass was used as substrate in this paper. Gold film ( 0.4pm) with a thin titanium adhesion layer was evaporated as electrodes on substrate.
MWCNT bundles (diameter 10-30nm, length 1-5pm.
Shenzhen Nanotech Port Co. LTD., China.) were placed between electrode gaps (1 -4tm) using dielectrophoretic force (8V, 1MHz, for detail of the placement of CNTs using dielectrophoretic force, see [7] ). An e-beam-evaporated thin silicon dioxide layer ( 0.15pm) was then deposited on the top with the centre of CNTs' exposed through lift-off lithographic technique. A schematic fabrication process is illustrated in Fig. 1 (b) . Similar process to partially expose CNT was successfully applied to do selective chemical gating by other group [8] . A SEM picture of a fabricated device featured with a gap between top SiO2 fixtures is shown in Fig. 1 (c) , our current fabrication also includes some devices designed with a rectangular hole exposure in top SiO2 layer above the CNT bundles centre.
III. ESTIMATION OF THERMAL EFFECT DUE TO JOULE HEATING
We have previously reported the nonlinear resistance ratio ARIR when using MWCNT bundles as a thermal sensor on a silicon substrate after studying their current-voltage properties [7] . By the measurement of current-voltage characteristics in air, we here estimate the thermal effect in CNTs by valuating the induced nonlinear resistance ratio RIR, where AR is the absolute variation of resistance and R is the resistance at room temperature of MWCNT bundles.
1-4244-0140-2/06/$20.00 C)2006 IEEE Sweeping voltages with different measure times were applied. ZIR demonstrated to be related to the measurement time and voltage/current amplitude as shown in Fig. 2 . The resistance of the CNT microdevice is 250 kQ by manual multimeter measurement. The nonlinear ratio AR/R is about 50% at 0.8V with measurement time 20ms compared with the case of 3.7ms. Possible transportation phenomenon in single MWCNT like intertubular hopping, thermal expansion, and its complex intrinsic or extrinsic conduction mechanism like junction effect may totally contribute to the nonlinear resistance change with respect to the applied voltage [10] [10]- [13] . Here we consider Joule heating as a macro thermal effect without going into these individual details in MWCNT bundles subjected to electric field, RIR can be an equivalent result of the temperature change because that CNT behaves as a heat sink due to its high thermal conductance. On condition that all the electrical energy consumption was changed to thermal energy, i.e., neglecting heat loss of Joule heating, the corresponding temperature variation of CNTs can be calculated by AT=E(Cm), where E is the Joule heating, C is the specific heat of MWCNT, m is the estimated mass of CNT according to the CNT suspension solution density. The temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) of our MWCNTs is 0. 1-0.2%/0 C at room temperature ( for the details on measurement of TCR, see [5] ). The estimated AR/R induced by Joule heating is very close to the result in the experimental I-V curve in Fig. 2 using MWCNT specific heat of 700 mJ/g°C at room temperature [9] . RIR of 50% in Fig. 2 is approximately equal to a temperature change of 500-1000°C as the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) of our MWCNTs is 0.1-0.2%/°C at room temperature. Hence, such a localized high temperature should validate a valuable CNT based microbubble generator. During the I-V measurements, we found it is very interesting that, for those devices with resistance of MQ where CNTs were not satisfactorily formed in their DEP formation process, their resistances were often reduced one order after the addition of SiO2 fixture by measuring the I-V curve. We speculate that the contact resistances between the CNT bundles with the electrodes are improved. Meanwhile, annealing in forming gas at 4500C (Nitrogen/ 
which is comparable to CNT's resistance are tandem to CNT microdevice. The bubble growing processes were captured by a high speed video camera 30frames/s and image sequences were acquired by a frame-grabber software. With back light applied to the glass substrate samples, bubble contour were obtained in its top view images.
The microbubble generation was conducted using working fluid of a DI water drop in an open air condition under normal atmospheric pressure. By changing amplitude of the applied voltage on CNT bundles, the temperature of CNT bundles' body surface varied. Preliminary knowledge on the dynamics of bubble growth, departure and motion can be achieved by calibrating these captured images. 
B. Performance of CNTMicrobubble Generation
At early stage, a hemispherical growth demonstrated due to strong vaporization above the virtual cylindrical CNTbundles body surface. The centre of the exposed CNTbundles device served as the unique bubble-nucleation site. Isolated bubbles were generated. Before the final bubble departure, a few volumetric oscillations could also be observed under microscope. This could probably generate acoustic waves because that the bubble dimension is comparable to the wavelength of acoustic wave. In our present experiment results, the bubbles mostly moved along or perpendicular to the electrode direction after departure as shown in Fig. 3 . We speculate that the departure direction of the bubble should be determined by the detailed bubble mechanics which is mainly determined by the 3-D individual microstructure formed through the fabrication process and its surrounding microfluids.
The frequency of the AC input for bubble generation was set to be less than the critical value (f,) at which the impedance of the CNT micro device appear to be a mixture of resistor and capacitor other than a pure resistor. Although ideally CNT can be a microwave conductor at GHz range [14] , the typical fJ of our fabricated CNT device is few hundred-Hz and it would go up to MHz order after selfheating annealing in air. We speculate that the capacitance at low frequency (f in the range of hundred Hz before annealing) is due to a parasitic capacitor formed by the oxygen gas absorption between the CNT bundles and the electrodes at the horizontal contact positions which is wellknown to result from the atmospheric device fabrication. After annealing, this parasitic effect disappeared and the residual capacitance appearing at MHz may come from coupling between the vertical contact positions. In this paper, the electrodes are gold and currently 0.4jm thick. We will compare them with palladium electrode and small thickness for modification in the near future. During the bubble generation, it is observed that the CNT bundles resistance changed with the temperature, and thus the electrical input power also varied in the bubble growing process along with its motion. Analysis on the dynamic data will be performed later. In general, the voltage and current for our fabricated CNT microdevices to generate visible microbubble under microscope were less than 1OV and ImA, respectively. The electrical power consumed to generate bubble varies individually, the recorded values at the initiation of visible bubble growth are shown in Table 1 . The minimum power in our experiment is estimated to be 337gW (8.12V, 41 .5tLA, lOOHz) with generated bubble of 5pm diameter but no bubble departure observed, this is a device featured with a hole with diameter 42pm in the top SiO2 layer and on the centre of the exposed CNTs. Usually, the power of an AC sine input under 1OOHz to generate a lOum bubble to departure is about 2-3 mW (about 4-6V, 0.2-0.5mA). It is with 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than that of typical metal or polysilicon based MEMS heaters. The power did not fluctuate apparently with the input frequency below 1OOHz. Efforts to control the uniformity, i.e., both of the bubble size and power consumption of the bubble generation are still the main challenges before application. Current results can guide pulsed square electric circuit driving as it is popular in available bubble generation technique. In addition, the investigation on bubble behavior in dynamic cases, e.g., integration with microchannel or ink-reservior, will be investigated in the future.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper addresses a novel application of the Joule heating in MWCNTs to generate microbubbles which would be promising to be applied in ink-jet printing, micro-fluidic visualization, or micro-fluidic based bio-manipulation. CNTbundles based microstructures have been demonstrated to generate microbubbles when driven by a selective frequency sinusoidal electric field. This paper is an exploring work for CNT based microbubble generator. On the other hand, quantitative study on the microbubble generation property could help to reveal the aqueous CNT heat transfer property which is still a deficient in CNT community.
